Abstract-Based on our Raman and i.r.
INTRODL'CTION
In this paper we describe the refinement of an intramolecular force field for diketopiperazine (DKP) and five isotopic derivatives, using the Raman and i.r. data and assignments presented in the previous paper [ 11. Our aim is to check our empirical assignments and to understand the vibrational modes of DKP in more detail. We also hope to use the DKP force field as a basis for analysing other molecules with cis peptide groups.
The derivation of a valence force field for a molecule like DKP is complicated by the numerous cyclic and branching redundancies. The force constant matrix in redundant coordinates is not unique: different sets of force constants can reproduce the same set of frequencies [2] . The result is that such force constants are correlated with each other and cannot be refined together [3, 4] . This fundamental correlation among force constants in a redundant basis should be distinguished from the accidental correlation that can arise in any basis because of insufficient data. The first type of correlation can be removed by transforming to a non-redundant basis. The second type can be reduced by adding more data or by transforming to a basis closer to the normal coordinates, so that the number and magnitude of the off-diagonal elements needed are reduced. It is advantageous to choose a basis that facilitates the refinement of a force field; at the end, one may transform the force constants to any other basis. In our calculations, we have made several transformations of the internal coordinates with the aim of coming up with well-determined force field parameters and, therefore, more reliable descriptions of the normal modes.
Because the data used in the refinement are on crystalline samples, we have taken into account intermolecular interactions in the calculation. In lattice *This is paper number 23 in a series, "Vibrational analysis of peptides, polypeptides and proteins", ofwhich [l] is paper number 22. dynamical calculations of hydrocarbons it is now common to include intermolecular interactions of the atom-atom type. Several sets of empirical potential parameters have been derived for hydrocarbon crystals, using static and dynamical data [S] . By contrast, few vibrational analyses of peptides consider a full set of intermolecular interactions.
Previous calculations from our laboratory on crystalline polypeptides [6] have emphasized the importance of transition dipole coupling interactions in explaining factor group splittings of modes that have strong i.r. intensity, such as amide I. Other intermolecular interactions were ignored except for the NH OC hydrogen bond and nearest neighbor H H contacts. We will give the results of calculations using the atom-atom potentials of HAGLER ef al. [7, S] and of MOMAYY rt al. [9] . These potentials were derived using static properties of amide crystals, and were shown [7, 8, lo] to give minimum-energy structures of DKP that are in good agreement with the X-ray structure [ 111. Although these potentials have been applied in conformational studies on peptides and polypeptides [12, 131 , to our knowledge their performance in lattice dynamical calculations has not been examined.
NORMAL MODE CALCULATIONS
The crystal structure of DEGEILH and MARSH [ 1 l] was used. The apparent CH and NH bond lengths (CH = 0.93,0.95 A; NH = 0.86 A) obtained in this Xray study are significantly shorter than values commonly observed by neutron diffraction and spectroscopic techniques.
The primary causes of the discrepancies are bonding effects, thermal motion and the weak scattering of X-rays by hydrogen atoms [14] . We therefore "stretched out" the CH bonds to 1.09 A and the NH bond to l.OOA; the angles involving the H atoms are probably more reliable and were not modified.
We used in our calculation the method of KOBAYASHI [15] , in which the secular equation is set up in a Cartesian coordinate basis and factored using the symmetry operations of the factor group. In DKP the factor group is isomorphic to CZh, and four symmetry blocks result: A,, B,, A, and B,, each of dimension 21 x 21. In deriving the intermolecular Cartesian coordinate force constants from the atom-atom potentials, we did not include the so-called "linear term"; this is because we did not perform an energy minimization of the DKP crystal [ 161.
The primitive internal coordinates R for one asymmetric unit are listed in Table 1 with the numbering of atoms shown in Fig. 1 . The out-of-plane angle bends Aw and torsions Ar are defined as in [ 173. Because of the low molecular symmetry, the redundancy relations among the Ris are rather complicated and are best obtained numerically. To keep the resulting nonredundant coordinates sufficiently simple, we proceeded as follows. Local symmetry internal coordinates s were formed (Table 2) to remove the six branching redundancies about the C", C and N atoms.
(The redundancy relations sZZ, sZ3 and sz4 are not exact: the angles about the C" atom are not tetrahedral, and the limited precision of the experimental atomic positions lead to planarity of the groups C"CON and CNHC" to no better than the third decimal place.) Next, we defined the Ci group symmetry internal coordinates S for a molecule as:
where si is the ith local symmetry coordinate for the (RI, +R, z+R, d/3 112 ~24 = (R, , +Rls+ +R, 6+R, , +R, , +R, , ) [21] was not yet completed when we started our work.) After transforming the PGI force field to our basis, we set most of the interaction terms to zero, since we wished to keep the number of parameters in our force field to a minimum. Thus, our initial intramolecular force field was essentially a diagonal one. Before proceeding with the refinement, we had to assume an appropriate intermolecular force field. We tested several sets ofatom-atom potentials, comparing the calculated lattice modes (in particular, the Raman active vibrations) with our observed values. We concluded that the potentials of MOMANY et al. [lo] gave the best results. (We will present these results later.) As MOMANY et al. noted, their potential for the I-I . . 0 interaction in the NH . . OC hydrogen bond gave force constants that are probably too large; in DKP this value would be 0.364 mdyne/A. We found that this interaction has the largest effect on the NH str mode, and is consequently not well determined by our data. We therefore fixed the H . 0 force constant at 0.150 mdyne/A, a more reasonable value for a medium strength hydrogen bond.
The data used in the refinement of the intramolecular force field were those presented in paper 1 [l] . Because the A-B splittings are all small, we refined the force field in the A, and A, blocks. For the CO str modes it was found that none of the atom-atom potentials gave an A-B splitting larger than 1 or 2 cm-I. This suggested that additional interactions such as transition multipole terms would be necessary to account for the prominent splittings observed. We therefore used the average frequency of each A-B pair in our fitting. Several bands whose assignments or values are uncertain were not used. This included the i.r. CO str, CD2 rock and ring ib modes in the Cdeuterated molecules. The CH2 str force constants in the y and u blocks were fitted only to the 2952 and 2922 cm-1 i.r. bands of NdDKP, and the NH str force constant was adjusted to fit the Raman ND str mode at 2290 cm-'. All assigned modes were weighted by unity, except for the 13C shifts which were given weights of 5.0. A few force constants were not refined from their initial values because we felt there was insufficient data to determine them reliably. The A, ring torsional mode was very sensitive to the intermolecular potential; we decided to refine the diagonal force constant (fis) to the 214 cm-' Raman band of DKP in Hz0 solution.
to data on all six isotopic species. Then we adjusted a few force constants to reproduce the observed frequencies of DKP more closely.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our final sets of intramolecular force constants are given in Table 4 , and the normal modes obtained with these parameters are listed in Tables 5-7. The calculated frequencies shown in the tables are for the A, and A, species; the A-B splittings are given beside the A frequencies. When both components of an A-B pair were observed, the observed frequency listed is the A component.
Two sets of force constants, I and II, were derived. We first refined the force field to give an acceptable fit In this section we will first discuss our force field. Next, we will discuss the calculated intramolecular modes. The lattice modes and the performance of a few ( (0) CD, as (96) 2144 (0) CD2 ~~ (93) 1652 (0) CO s(32),Rs1 (29),NH ib(20),NC" s(l3),Rd2(11) 1489 (0) Rs2 (57) (6) Rsl (52),NC" ~(13) 582 (7) CO ib(49),Rs2(28),CD2 w( 11) 488 (-7) CO ob(64),CD, r (26) 466 (0) Rd2(6l),NC" s( 13) 438 (5) Ijdl (77) (23) (24) (4) Rs1 (58),NC" s(14),Rd2(11) 613 (9) CO ib(56),Rs2(27) 561 (-2) CO ob(78),CH2 r(l1) 473 (-7) Rd2(66),Rd1(13),NC" ~(11) 442 (5) Rd1 (69),NC" ~(11) 296 (-4) Rtor(38),CO ob(lS),CH, r (12) 3123 (0) NH ~ (96) 2953 (0) CH2 as(88),CHz ~~ (10) 2921 (0) CH2 ss(88),CH, as ( 11) 1693 (0) CO s(45),NH ib (24),Rs2 (23) 1480 (0) NH ib(52),CO ~(33) 1470 (0) Rs1 ( Finally, we will consider the special problem of the CO str modes.
Force constants
Our force constants are well determined, as shown by the dispersions. This, and the favorable ratio of parameters to observed data (approximately 31 : 80 in the g block, and 27: 70 in the u block), may be attributed to our refinement procedure. The use of a non-redundant basis removed fundamental correlation among the force constants and reduced the number of terms needed. Defining local symmetry coordinates reduced accidental correlation as well by making several modes dependent mainly on only one or two diagonal force constants, in particular, the methylene deformations, and CO and NH in-plane bends. The ring coordinates were also constructed with this aim in mind. For example, the CN and c"C stretches appear in the Ring stretches as CN f C"C; this was done in view of the experimental conclusion that these two bond stretches are strongly coupled, a feature borne out by the calculations. Finally, separation of the coordinates into symmetry species, while reducing further the number of force constants, is also advantageous when the data for different symmetry blocks are not of the same completeness and accuracy, as is the case with our Raman and i.r. data. We may mention that the use of local symmetry force constants is quite common [22] , and in the case of small highly symmetric molecules force constants are often refined in non-redundant group symmetry coordinates speci-fit to each molecule (e.g. [23] ); non-redundant coordinates for a molecule like DKP necessarily assume more complicated forms.
The latest poly(glycine I) force field of DWIVEDI and KRIMM [~~] was refined in a redundant primitive internal coordinate basis. However, it is possible to compare most of our diagonal force constants to the PGI set when the latter is transformed to a local symmetry basis. To make this comparison, we take the average of the g and u values for DKP, with the following results (PGI values It can be seen that the values for DKP are not drastically different from those for the trans peptide, except for the NH ob parameter. We hope to calculate the DKP force field by ab initio molecular orbital methods in the near future; having our empirical set in a non-redundant basis will facilitate comparison with the ab initio set [24] . Finally, we are attempting to transfer the DKP force field to other cyclic dipeptides; where coordinates similar to those in DKP can be defined, the force constants can be used as they are; in other cases, the DKP set can be transformed to the required basis.
Intramolecular modes
Most of the discrepancies between observed frequencies and the values calculated with Set I force constants are less than lOcm_', though a few are between 20 and 30cm-'. (The three ring torsional modes were not fitted because of uncertainty in the assignment of the far i.r. bands and because of high sensitivity to the intermolecular potential, as noted earlier.) These remaining errors are undo.ubtedly due mainly to the neglect of minor interaction terms and to the use of data on several isotopes without allowing for anharmonicity. The frequency agreement using Set II is essentially exact.
An internal coordinate description of normal modes is not always convenient or informative, especially for highly delocalized vibrations. We therefore present in Figs 2 and 3 the atomic displacements in each intramolecular mode of DKP (except the XH stretches) computed with Set II force constants. In these figures (drawn with ORTEP) the oxygen atoms are drawn extra large and the frequencies are the calculated ones listed in Table 7 . In all modes the molecule is rotated so that the largest amplitude motions are shown clearly.
Beginning with the Raman modes, it is striking how delocalized most of the vibrations are. At one extreme CH2 twist (1261) is perfectly localized on the methylene hydrogens and at the other extreme the two Ring def (473 and 442) and the Ring tor (296) modes involve equally large motions of all 14 atoms. It seems that only the NH ob mode (832) can be considered to be a pure vibration of the peptide group.
As is already evident from the internal coordinate PEDs, NH ib is a component in all the four modes in the 140&1700 cm-' region. What is not obvious from the PEDs is that the amplitude of the NH vibration is among the largest in each mode, even when it contributes only a small fraction of the total potential energy. This illustrates the hazard of characterizing a mode using its PED alone. The description of the 1521 cm-' mode as out-ofphase C"CN str is nicely shown, and the 1457 and 1421 cm-' modes can be seen to involve in-phase and out-of-phase bending of adjacent CH2 and NH groups. Another in-phase/out-of-phase relationship is seen with CH2 rock and CO ob in the 985 and 561 cm-' modes. The strong tendency of NC" str to couple with CD, wag and ND ib is apparent in the large motions of the NH and CH2 groups in the 1148 cm-1 mode. Finally, the 795,473 and 442 cm-' modes display an interesting similarity: groups on opposite sides of the ring move toward each other.
Turning to the i.r. modes, we again find CH2 twist (1252) to be the most localized mode. The 1693 and 1480 cm-' modes involve in-phase and out-of-phase vibrations of CO str and NH ib. The 1470 cm-' mode is out-of-phase C"CN str with a large NH ib amplitude, even though the potential energy of the latter is less than 10%.
The 1075 cm-' mode is a well-localized vibration of the NHCHz groups (which may be contrary to observation since it shows a significant i3C shift). So too is the 914 cm-' mode; this is very similar to the 795 cm-r Raman mode, but with opposite phases of adjacent NH and CH2 fragments.
The ring torsional modes (181 and 314) are, as expected, highly delocalized vibrations. There are some differences between them that may account for one being observed only in i.r. absorption and the other only in neutron scattering (according to our tentative assignments). The 314cm-' mode has large H atom amplitudes, consistent with its assignment to the 285 cm-' neutron peak. (Incidentally, the 296 cm-' Raman mode also has large motions of the H atoms, so that its correlation with the strong 215 cm-' neutron peak is reasonable.) If we take the charge distribution of the molecule to be such that the H atoms and the carbonyl C atom are positive and the N, 0 and C" atoms are negative (consistent with the partial charges in the atom-atom potentials of both HAGLER et al. and MOMANY et a[.), the 181 cm-' mode may be expected to have a larger transition dipole moment than the 314 cm-' mode.
The possible use of atomic displacements in qualitatively estimating i.r. intensities is an advantage of cartesian over internal coordinate eigenvectors. For instance, it is now clear from the PEDs why the 1693 and 1480 cm-r modes should have such different intensities. The atomic displacements show that in one the transition moments of the CO and NH groups add up, whereas in the other they subtract from each other. Similar considerations can account for the low intensities of the CH2 twist (1252), CH2 rock (992) and CO ob (553) modes.
With the detailed understanding of the normal modes of DKP gained from experiment and calculations, we may not consider the problem of extending our results to other molecules. We are particularly interested in identifying modes characteristic of the cis CONH group, that is, modes that are more or less localized on CONH and are different from those of tram structures.
It seems that the NH ob mode is the most suitable. Its position in the 800 cm-' region contrasts with that of the tram amide V ( 5 700 cm -'). It is strong (at least in the i.r.) and can be identified easily by deuteration. Not only is it highly localized on NH, but its frequency and character are almost identical in both the Raman and i.r. This second point is important because it implies that this mode does not depend on the special symmetry present in DKP; in other words, there is little interaction between the two peptide groups in this mode, either directly or via the CHI groups.
A few other modes may be considered to be approximately localized on the CONH fragments. Examples are the i.r. NH ib and CO ib modes.
However, the corresponding vibrations are very different in frequency and in character in the Raman. They may be expected to be characteristic of cyclic dipeptides, but probably cannot be extended to linear cis peptides. We should emphasize again that one of the conventional criteria for identifying a cis peptide, namely, the absence of a band in the 1500 cm-' region [25, 261 , is not always valid.
Lattice modes and intermolecular potentials
The lattice modes for all six isotopes calculated with MOMANY et al's [lo] atom-atom potentials (and Set I intramolecular force constants) are given in Table 8 . We also list in Table 9 the results of calculations on DKP alone using Set II and different sets of atom-atom potentials: those of MOMANY et al. [lo] , HAGLER et al. [7, 8] and DASHEVSKY [27, p. 3911. MOMANY et al's set consists of 6-12-1 terms. Since the atomic charges in the Coulombic part were derived quantum mechanically by CND0/2 methods, independently of the 6-12 terms, we think it is justified to use only the 6-12 part.
For completeness we list in Table 10 Table 9 . Comparison of lattice modes (in cm-') of (CONHCH2)2 calculated with various sets df atom-atom potentials Obs.
MOMANY et al.
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MOMANY et al. The factor of 332 converts the energy to kcal/mole when q is in electronic charge units and r in A. The units of the other parameters are such as to yield the energy in kcal/mole. Multiplication of the energy by 6.9473 x 10m3 converts it to mdyne-A, so that the force constant is obtained in mdyne/A. We used an interaction radius of 5 A. This was sufficient for convergence.
While there is little difference in the performance of the potentials in the case of the A, and B, lattice modes (whose assignments are not definitive anyway), the results for the rotatory modes are very different. In particular, HAGLER ef al.% 6-12-1 potentials give frequencies that are consistently much too high. MOMANY et al.'s potentials are clearly the best, and we prefer his 6-12 set for best overall performance. One of our central experimental conclusions, that an A, mode is overlapped with a B, at 126cm-', is nicely substantiated when MOMANY et d's parameters are used but is not reflected in calculations with HAGLER et d's (unless one reverses the order of the 177 and 162 cm -' A, modes, an assignment that is not in accord with Xray data, which we consider below). It is difficult to say whether the remaining discrepancies between experimental frequencies and those calculated with MOMANY et al.'s 6-12 or 6-12-1 parameters can be removed by an improved treatment of the lattice dynamics (i.e. minimization of the crystal energy and inclusion of the "linear term"). This is the subject of future work.
We now look more closely at the nature of the lattice modes obtained with MOMANY et al.'s 6-12 set. Since a cartesian eigenvector description is the most appropriate for such modes, we present in Fig. 4 the atomic The 151 and 127 cm-' Raman modes are obviously rotations about the normal to the molecular plane, one being the in-phase and the other the out-of-phase vibration of the two molecules in the unit cell. An analysis by LONSDALE [28] of the anisotropic heavy atom X-ray thermal parameters of DM [l l] shows that this axis is indeed a libration axis. She obtained a root-mean-square rotational amplitude of 1.8" about this axis.
CRUICKSHANK [~~] has given an approximate relation between the mean-square librational amplitude and the normal mode frequencies for the case of two molecules per unit cell, which we may write as where Ii is the moment of inertia about the ith axis and v1 and v1 are the in-phase and out-of-phase frequencies. The assumptions are that the temperature T is sufficiently high, and the dispersion relations of the v1 and v2 modes are independent of the wavevector. We estimated the moment of inertia about the axis normal to the molecular plane as Ii = 406.15 amu-AZ = 6.7443 x 1O-3s g-cm'. Using T = 300 K and the observed frequencies of 159 and 126 cm-', we compute (4' )I!' to be 1.71". The excellent agreement with the X-ray result confirms our assignment of the calculated 151 and 127cm-' modes and is also an indication of the appropriateness LONSDALE'S analysis did indicate [loll to be a possible axis, but unfortunately she dismissed it in favor of another pair of axes one of which is 45" from [loll in the direction of the CO bond. It may be possible to repeat her analysis to obtain the amplitudes about axes conforming to our results, but we will not do so here.
The translatory modes are along b (127 cm-' ) and approximately along c (54 cm-') and a (41 cm-'). The b translation axis agrees with LONSDALE'S results but she determined the other two axes to be [loll and J_ (107) .
Finally, we consider the factor group splittings obtained with MOMANY et al.'s 6-12 parameters and the Set II intramolecular force field. We observe only three A-B splittings for DKP (aside from the CO stretches), all of them in the Raman. Table 7 shows that each splitting is reproduced very well. However, there are several sizeable splittings predicted in each block that are not observed. Probably many, if not most, of the discrepancies are due to insufficient instrument resolution or insufficient intensity of the other component. Nevertheless, a few instances are difficult to explain. For example, our single crystal spectra of DKP show strong A, and B, intensity for some modes, such as CO ib (612) and CH2 twist (1261), which are calculated to have significant splittings comparable to those that we did measure. Yet our data did not show any difference in position between these A, and B, bands.
In summary, it seems that MOMANY et a[.'~ 6-12 potential gives results in good agreement with observations. Discrepancies such as in the A, and B, lattice mode frequencies and in certain A-B splittings may be due to experimental uncertainty as well as to deficiencies in the potential and dynamical models. It is fortunate that we find the 6-12 form to be somewhat better than the full 6-12-1 form since the Coulombic part requires atomic charges to be determined for each molecule. Because this set of parameters was determined not for DKP alone but for a large class of amides (and hydrocarbons), we may recommend this set for normal mode analysis of peptide crystals. Note, however, that special attention should be given to the hydrogen bond H . . . 0 interaction, for which we had to assume an arbitrary value of 0.150 mdyne/A.
Problem of CO stretch modes
There are two sets of prominent splittings of the CO str modes observed in the solid state: the A-B splittings in both Raman and i.r., and the g-u splittings between Raman and i.r. We tabulate these splittings (in cm-') in Table 11 for the six isotopes, with calculated g-u values in parentheses.
In all cases vu > vg and in the Raman vs > va; no symmetry assignment is available for the i.r. bands. The g-u splittings are taken between the vA, vg average values, except in the 13C compounds where no Raman B component was measured.
The only splittings we have been able to reproduce with our force field are the g-u splittings for DKP and Cl 3DKP. This was accomplished by refining the force constants for the g and u blocks separately. As we noted in paper 1 [l], the frequency difference between the g and u modes arises from an interaction between CO groups related by the inversion operation. We obtained f (CO str) values of 7.619 and 9.125 mdyne/A in the g and u blocks (Set I), which implies an interaction force constant of -0.753 mdyne/A between CO str coordinates. Because the coordinates are crystal symmetrized, the interaction represented by this force constant can be between CO stretches on different molecules, in particular molecules in a hydrogen bonded chain.
Of the two proposed explanations of the g-u splitting in structures like ours, viz. transition dipole coupling [30] and dynamical charge transfer [31] , both of which lead to interactions between the CO groups, the latter seems to be favored as the predominant mechanism in DKP. It is clear from Figs 2 and 3 that the CO str modes are delocalized over the entire molecule. It is not reasonable then to assume transition dipoles localized on each CO bond, or even on a peptide group. Instead, the transition moments should be associated with the entire molecule. It is then impossible to explain any g-u splitting by considering dipoledipole interactions between molecules along a chain: the molecules are all translationally equivalent and such interactions will not lead to any splitting. We may mention that the need to consider moleculecentered rather than bond-or fragment-centered transition dipoles would explain the absence of any significant observed g-u splitting in DzO solution. BOSI et al. [31] obtained by an ab initio calculation a CO str, CO str interaction term of -0.3 mdyne/A in formic acid dimer, a term that was said to arise from transfer of charge in the cyclic hydrogen bond structure during the vibration. This resulted in a g-u splitting of 20 cm-' compared to the observed value of 69 cm-i. Our value of -0.753 mdyne/A for the interaction in DKP is therefore not unreasonably large.
The large increase in theg-u splitting in NdDKPand NdCl3DKP can also be attributed to the charge transfer mechanism. With the decrease in NH ib contribution to the mode the proportion of CO str increases. The magnitude of the charge transfer is also expected to increase, leading to a larger interaction and hence a larger splitting. This implies that to reproduce the g-u splitting in the N-deuterated molecules we would have to allow for CO str force constants different from those in the NH molecules.
Turning to the A-B splittings, the failure of any of the atom-atom potentials to account for the data is conspicuous. Since these potentials were derived from static structural data, they do not incorporate any dynamical effects. We think that resonance interactions in the form of transition multipole terms can provide a reasonable explanation for the A-B splittings.
The i.r. CO str mode has a large transition dipole moment, as is evident from its intensity. As a first approximation, we take this transition dipole to be parallel to the CO bond and located at the inversion center of the molecule. Considering the normal coordinate Q of the mode on two molecules m and n, the transition dipole-transition dipole interaction force constant is [ZO, 301: where X,, is the geometrical factor, x,, = (& ~"-3(~~,~r^,.) 
! V
This follows from the relation 4rr2czv2 = 1 where i, is the force constant in the normal coordinate basis. Since the A-B splitting arises from interactions between molecules related by the C; (b) operation, only such interactions need to be considered. The geometrical factor was computed for a given m and all n within a radius of about 30 A. The result is c X,, = -0.0288. The shift of the mode in DKP,"using v = 1688 cm-', is Av = -1.448 x (&/aQ)*. Taking into account the opposite phases of the two molecules in the unit cell in the A,, and B, modes, the magnitude of the splitting is 2.896 (ap/LYQ)*. The value of t?p/aQ implied by a splitting of 19 cm-' is 2.56 D/A (amu)"'. A preliminary ab initio MO calculation on DKP with an STO-3G basis gives a value of 2.37 D/A (amu)"'. (We will report our ab initio results on dipole moment derivatives with the minimal as well as an extended basis set in a forthcoming paper.) Interestingly, the sign of the interaction results in the B, component being higher in frequency, tending to support our interpretation of the data [l] .
In NdDKP, the splitting of 26 cm-' can be fitted with a ap/aQ of 2.98, if we assume the same dipole orientation and location; this is consistent with the higher relative intensity of the band (compare Figs 1 (b) and 2(b) of paper 1 [l]).
Thus, transition dipole interaction is a plausible explanation of the A,-& splittings. In the Raman, however, there is clearly no molecular transition dipole associated with the modes. Therefore, it seems that to reproduce the A,-B, splittings, we need to invoke quadrupole-quadrupole and higher-order terms. Since the parameters of these higher-order transition moments are not easily estimated except by an ab initio calculation, we will not attempt a detailed analysis here. We may point out that if we consider CO bondcentered transition dipoles, as has been done for polypeptides [ZO] , reasonable values for the dipole parameters fail to reproduce the Raman splittings, even though the A,-& splittings can be fitted.
CONCLUSIONS
Our Raman and i.r.
[l] data and assignments of crystalline DKP and five of its isotopic derivatives have formed the basis for the refinement of an intramolecular force field for this molecule. This force field is given in a non-redundant basis specially constructed to reduce correlation among the force constants so that fewer parameters are needed. The effectiveness of this procedure is shown by the good overall fit to the data. We have refined two sets of force constants, one to fit the data on all six isotopic species and the other adjusted to give a best fit for DKP alone.
Our analysis shows that one of the criteria used to identify a cis peptide group, viz. the absence of a band in the 15OOcm-' region, may not always be valid. In DKP such a band is absent from the i.r. but present in the Raman spectrum. A more suitable criterion may be the observation of the NH out-of-plane bend mode in the 8OOcm-' region, as compared to the 7OOcm-' region for the trans peptide group.
In comparing the effectiveness of various atom-atom potential functions, we find that MOMANY et al 's [lo] set gives the best agreement with observed lattice frequencies and internal mode splittings. These parameters, therefore, may be useful in normal mode calculations on other peptide crystals.
